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Disclaimer
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information purposes, and the exploration of the researchers herein do not serve the purpose of rendering
professional advice. Consequently, use of any such information should be done only in consultation with a
competent professional, who can take into account all relevant factors and desired outcomes. The information
in this magazine has been posted with due diligence, however, it is possible that some information in this
research note is incomplete, or inapplicable to particular situation. We do not hold to be liable
for direct or indirect losses by counting or relying on the information provided in this
magazine.
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From the Editor
“The world as we have created it is a process of our
thinking. It cannot be changes without changing our
thinking.” – Albert Einstein
I firmly believe in this quote and it is so relevant in present
times when the Real Estate and architecture segment is
going through a roller coaster.
Real Estate is one of the major deciding factor of country’s
growth. Over the past few years, country has seen
tremendous change and growth in the adaption of technology,
which is a great sign of country’s development in Real Estate segment.
In this edition of Architecture India, the cover story published is the most interesting
segments of the Real Estate sector, “Evolution of Sky Scraper”. We have discussed the
history of sky scrapers, few top sky scrapers around the world. We have also talked about
Indian sky scraper along with few facts on sky scrapers.
This Issue also covers the profiles of the top leading Architectural and Real Estate firms
across India, who have great expertise in the sector as well as have explored, initiated
and tried implementing their ideas. We have also covered their upcoming projects and
well as their successfully completed projects, their achievements and the methods and
ideologies they use during their ongoing project designing and planning.
Another section of the Issue also covers all latest updates and developments from
different parts of the world, which helps our readers to remain abreast about all key
developments in India and globally.
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Cover Story – Evolution of Sky Scrapers
Introduction
A building could be a massive ceaselessly
inhabitable building having multiple floors.
fashionable sources presently outline
skyscrapers as being a minimum of one
hundred metres or a hundred and fifty
metres tall, there's no universally accepted
definition. traditionally, the term 1st said
buildings with between ten or twenty stories
once these styles of buildings began to be
created within the Eighties. Skyscrapers
might host offices, hotels, residential areas,
and retail areas. For supporting the curtain

walls, the common feature of skyscrapers has
a steel framework. These curtain walls either
bear on the framework below or are
suspended from the framework higher than,
instead of resting on bearing walls of
standard
construction.
Some
early
skyscrapers have a steel frame that permits
the development of bearing walls taller than
these products of Ferro concrete. The walls of
these skyscrapers aren't bearing, and most of
them are characterized by massive surface
areas of windows created doable by curtain

walls and steel frames. However, skyscrapers
will have curtain walls that mimic standard
walls with little expansion of windows.
Fashionable skyscrapers typically are
designed to act sort of a hollow cylinder to
resist wind, seismic, and different lateral
hundreds, this is supported by the cannula
structure. to look slenderer, enable less wind
age and transmit a lot of daylight to the
bottom, several skyscrapers have a style with
setbacks, that in some cases are additionally
structurally needed.

Another crucial development was the
utilization of a steel frame rather than stone
or brick, otherwise the walls on the lower
floors on a tall building would be too thick to
be sensible. AN early development during this
space was bow window Chambers in the city,
England. it absolutely was solely 5 floors high.
more developments diode to what several

people and organizations think about the
world's 1st building, the ten-story Home
Insurance Building in Chicago, in-built 1884–
1885. whereas its original height of fortytwo.1 m (138 linear units.) isn't thought of
terribly spectacular these days, it absolutely
was at that point. The development of tall

History of Skyscrapers
In 1857, Elisha Otis introduced the security
elevator, permitting convenient and safe
traveller movement to higher floors, at the
E.V. Haughwout Building in big apple town.
Otis later introduced the primary business
traveller elevators to the equitable Life
Building in 1870, thought of by a little of the
latest Yorkers to be the primary building.
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buildings within the Eighties gave the building
its 1st subject field movement the Chicago
college, that developed what has been
referred to as the business vogue. The
creator, Major William lupus erythematosus
Baron Jenney, created a bearing structural
frame. during this building, a steel frame
supported the complete weight of the walls,
rather than bearing walls carrying the burden

of the building. This development diode to the
"Chicago skeleton" sort of construction.
Additionally, to the steel frame, the house
Insurance Building conjointly utilized
fireproofing, elevators, and electrical wiring,
key components in most skyscrapers these
days. designer and Root's forty-five m (148
linear units) Rand McNally Building in Chicago,
1889, was the primary all-steel framed

building, whereas prize-fighter Sullivan's
forty-one m (135 linear units.) wright Building
in St. Louis, Missouri, 1891, was the primary
steel-framed building with soaring vertical
bands to stress the peak of the building and is
thus thought of to be the primary early
building.

framework from that curtain walls are
suspended, instead of bearing walls of
standard construction. Most skyscrapers
have a steel frame that permits them to be
engineered taller than typical bearing walls of
Ferro concrete. Skyscrapers typically have a
very tiny of what is conventionally thought of
as walls. as a result of the walls aren't bearing
most skyscrapers are characterized by
surface areas of windows created doable by
the conception of steel frame and curtain
wall. However, skyscrapers may have curtain
walls that mimic standard walls and have a
little expanse of windows. The conception of

a building could be a product of the
industrialized age, created doable by low-cost
fuel derived energy and industrially refined
raw materials like steel and concrete. the
development of skyscrapers was enabled by
steel frame construction that surpassed brick
and mortar construction beginning at the top
of the nineteenth century and at last
surpassing it within the twentieth century at
the side of Ferro concrete construction
because the worth of steel small and labour
prices enhanced.

Design & Construction of Skyscraper
The design and construction of skyscrapers
involve making safe, inhabitable areas in
terribly tall buildings. The buildings should
support their weight, resist wind and
earthquakes, and shield occupants from the
hearth. however, they need to even be
handily accessible, even on the higher floors,
and supply utilities and a snug climate for the
occupants. the issues posed in building style
are thought of among the foremost advanced
encountered given the balances needed
between social science, engineering, and
construction management. One common
feature of skyscrapers could be a steel
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Top 15 Sky Scrapers in World
S.No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Top 15 Skyscrapers
Burj Khalifa
Shanghai Tower
Makkah Clock Tower
Ping An Finance Centre
Lotte World Tower
One World Trade Centre
CTF Finance Centre
Tianjin Chow Tai Fook Finance Centre
China Zun
Taipei 101
Shanghai World Finance Centre
International Commerce Centre
Lakhta Centre
Landmark 81
Changsha IFS Tower T1
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Country
UAE
China
Saudi Arabia
China
South Korea
USA
China
China
China
Taiwan
China
Hong Kong
Russia
Vietnam
China

Height (M)
829
632
601
599
555
541
530
530
524
509
492
484
462
461
452

Architect
Adrian Smith
Marshal Strabala
SL Rach & Dar al-Handasah Shair
Kohn Pedersen Fox
Kohn Pedersen Fox
David Childs
Kohn Pedersen Fox
Skidmore, Owings & Merrill
TFP Farrells
Chu Yuan Lee
William Pederson
Kohn Pedersen Fox
RMJM
Atkins
Wong Tung & Partners
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Few other details about the top 15 sky scrapers:
S.No

Top 15 Skyscrapers

Year

Budget ($ bn)

Floors

Interior Designer

1 Burj Khalifa
2 Shanghai Tower

2009
2014

1.5
2.2

163
128

Nada Andric
Gensler

3 Makkah Clock Tower

2011

15

120

Dar Al-Handasah Consultants

4 Ping An Finance Centre
5 Lotte World Tower

2017
2016

1.5
3.4

34
123

Thornton Tomasetti
Penson

6 One World Trade Centre
7 CTF Finance Centre

2014
2016

3.9
1.5

94
111

SOM
Yabu Pushelberg

8 Tianjin Chow Tai Fook Finance Centre
9 China Zun

2018
2018

3.8

23
109

Kohn Pedersen Fox
Kohn Pedersen Fox

10 Taipei 101

2004

1.9

101

C.Y. Lee

11 Shanghai World Finance Centre

2008

1.2

101

Kohn Pedersen Fox

12 International Commerce Centre

2010

1.5

108

Kohn Pedersen Fox

13 Lakhta Centre
14 Landmark 81

2019
2018

1.7
1.5

90
81

RMJM
Wilson Associates

15 Changsha IFS Tower T1

2017

-

94

Design & Research Institute

Indian Sky Scrapers
Sky Scrapers throughout the world are
becoming a centre point of attraction. But
when we talk about India’s skyscrapers, we
may not see it as the talk of the town. With
the
advancement
in
modern-day
construction and technology in architecture,
India has a residential tower, which is 268
metres high and it is the highest in India. We
must accept a fact that there is no proper
written/legal definition of a sky scraper. So
we must not think that India is lagging behind

in the architecture segment. We have an
uncountable number of monuments and
historic temples/mosques/gurudwara which
are very popular across the world. Sky
Scraper is just a minor part of the architecture
segment. If we talk about high rise buildings
within India, majorly are constructed in
Mumbai City. The other major reason for
building high rise buildings is the scarcity of
land. If a country has a scarcity of land and
has potential manpower and technology, it
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will move towards building high rise buildings
to accommodate more and more people at a
small land area. In a country like UAE, where
it is mostly occupied with water, skyscraper is
a common thing in its street. This way
skyscrapers not only attract huge tourism but
also help people to have a property at a place
with the scarcity of land. Now, a country like
India does not have any shortage of land or
labour.
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We've come a long way in elevator
technology and travel speed since
Elisha Otis installed the first
passenger safety elevator in the
E.V. Haughwout Building on
March 23, 1857. That elevator was
only capable of traveling 40
feet/min, just a lousy 0.45 mph.

From the Oxford English Dictionary: “Before
skyscraper was used for buildings with an
exciting height, the word was already in use for
things sticking into the air, such as a triangular
sky-sail (first recorded use in 1794), a highstanding horse (1788), a very tall man (1857), a
rider on one of the very high cycles formerly in
use (1892) or a tall hat or bonnet, (1800).”

The Home Insurance Building
in Chicago is generally
considered the world's first
skyscraper. Completed in
1885, it was the first to use a
curtain wall construction on a
steel frame.
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Hong Kong has more skyscrapers
than any other city with 308. Second
place is New York City, followed by
Dubai and Shanghai. Chicago and
Tokyo are tied with 116 each and
round out the top five.

The now under construction
Kingdom Tower will beat out the
Burj Khalifa to become the world’s
tallest skyscraper when it opens in
2020 in Saudi Arabia. It will have a
height of more than one kilometre or
3,307 feet and will have cost about
$1.2 billion.

When the Chrysler Building was being
constructed it was competing with another
building also underway, the Manhattan
Trust Bank Building at 40 Wall Street, to
become the World's Tallest.
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Architectural Briefs
Foundation Stone Laid for ₹6,000 Crore Data Centre in UP
Yotta Infrastructure, a firm of Hiranandani
their data centre in Greater Noida. 20
Pradesh Government for this project. CM
of the data centre. The total investment
project is around ₹6,000-7,000 crore. "The
vision of building a data centre park in UP
Data Center Policy and UP's first data
which will play a key role in realising the
in a statement. The complete project will
phases. The first phase will be delivered in
and the rest will be completed by 2027.

Group has laid the foundation stone of
acres of land was allotted by the Uttar
of UP, Yogi Adityanath laid the foundation
amount decided by the company for this
Hiranandani Group has demonstrated their
even before we have formally launched our
centre park will unlock a lot of possibilities,
PM's Digital India vision," Adityanath said
be ready by 2027 and will be delivered in
July 2022, which will consist of six towers

Swedish Furniture Brand IKEA, begin work on its Noida Outlet

Swedish furniture giant IKEA is all set to begin
work at its Noida outlet, one of its biggest
stores in India. In December 2018, the MoU
was signed between the company and the
Uttar Pradesh government for the investment

of Rs 5,000-crore in Noida and other
cities in UP. The company has
committed to complete the project by
2025. 47,833 square metre of land had
been allotted to the company, as
stated by the State Industries Minister
Satish Mahana, but work did not start
due to pending payments. "All issues
have been cleared and the company has
committed to finishing the project by 2025. I
have issued directions to ensure the company
gets quick possession of land," he said on
Thursday. In India, Hyderabad was the first

city where IKEA opened its first outlet 2018,
and proposed an integrated commercial
project in Noida that gave direct employment
to 1,000 and indirect employment to another
1,000. The company is further planning to
expand to 40 cities by 2030. According to the
Officials, in 2015, IKEA initially signed an MoU
with the government to set up three stores in
three different cities Lucknow, Agra and
Noida with an investment of Rs 500-crore in
each city.

Maharashtra Government to reduce construction premiums by 50%
In August, Maharashtra Government decided
to reduce the stamp duty for property
registration. It was done to boost the fall in
real estate demand due to lockdown across
the country. The move was beneficial for the
sector as the sales were coming back to precovid levels. Now the Maharashtra
Government has decided to reduce the
construction premiums for the builders. The
finance department of the state has given a
go-ahead signal for this initiative of the

government.
The
premium
for
construction will be reduced by 50% and it
will be applicable till December 2021. As
the current situation in real estate is still
away from pre-covid levels, this kind of
stimulus becomes mandatory for the
sector. We hope that this boost and
assistance from the government would
help the sector to rebound to its actual
levels which were before the pandemic
started.

AP Government to Construct 16 Medical Colleges with a Budget of More than ₹17k Crore

To improve the medical strength of India
Andhra Pradesh Government has announced

to construct 16 new medical colleges and
renovate the existing ones. The total budget
allocated for this scheme is around ₹17,300
crore. These 16 colleges will be built in
Andhra Pradesh state. The tender for this
project will be completed by January 2021.
Out of the total budget, Chief Minister of
Andhra Pradesh, Jagan Mohan Reddy asked
to release ₹5,472 crore for renovation of the
existing colleges. "There will be no
compromise on the quality of infrastructure
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or the services being provided in the
(government) hospitals," said, Jagan Mohan
Reddy. Tenders for medical colleges which
will be constructed in Bapatla, Narsapuram,
Eluru, Anakapalli, Markapuram, Madanapalle
and Nandyal will be finalized in December.
For the remaining colleges in the state,
tenders will be finalized by January 2021.
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Bangalore office space reaches the Q1 2020 levels
Bangalore is a hub for multinational
companies and is known as the electronic city
of India. The city witnessed a fall in demand
for office space when the country was under
lockdown. Many offices shifted to work from
home permanently and it was acting as a cost
saving method for few companies. But it was
the real estate segment that was suffering
losses. During Q3 2020 i.e. July to September,
office space absorption in Bangalore was 2.7
million sq. ft. This occupancy is at par with the

coming back to pre-covid levels. The new
supply of office space during Q3 2020 was
nearly 4.7 million sq. ft. comparative to Q2
where no new addition was done. It is being
estimated that in the current quarter i.e. Q4
2020, 1 million sq. ft. of office space will be
added.

levels which were in Q1 2020. This shows that,
office space segment is bouncing back and is

More than 8 lakh houses to be built in Maharashtra within 100 days
Maharashtra Government has launched a
new housing scheme “Maha Awas Yojna”,
where 8.82 lakh houses will be built within a
span of 100 days. Maharashtra Chief Minister,
Uddhav Thackeray launched this project and
allocated a budget of ₹4000 crore for this.
Under this project, 8,82,135 houses will be
built under Maharashtra's Rural Development
department and CM assured that, shortage of
funds won’t be an issue.

Uddhav Thackeray announced this project at
Sahyadri guest house in presence of Rural
development minister Hasan Mushrif and
MOS Rural Development Abdul Sattar. These
houses will primarily be built for the rural
segment of Maharashtra as they are in need
of proper shelter. The houses will be built with
all basic amenities like a kitchen and
washrooms. Other than this, the government
is also focusing on upgrading the existing rural
infrastructure of the state.

By 2025, 89,400 flats to be constructed for EWS and Slum Dwellers by Delhi Govt.

In a recent meeting of Delhi Urban Shelter
Improvement Board (DUSIB), Chief Minister

Arvind Kejriwal said “We have to provide
shelter to every poor in Delhi and the project
should be completed within its due timeline,”.
The Delhi government took the decision of
construction of 89,400 flats for economically
weaker sections and slum dwellers by 2025.
The construction will be carried out in three
phases, consisting of 41,400 flats in first phase
by 2022, 18,000 flats in second phase and
30,000 in the third phase. DUSIB Member
Bipin Rai said, “The architect consultants for

the project will be appointed in the next two
months. The time frame for the construction
of houses in the first phase is 24 months, with
a construction cost of Rs 3,312 crores for
41,400 flats, Rs eight lakh per flat.” This
construction will ensure that the economically
weaker zones and slum dwellers in Delhi to
get shelter.

Within Four Months Office Absorption in Pune Crosses 1 Million Sq. Ft.
Covid pandemic led many offices to shift to
work from home culture, which led to the fall
in demand for office space. Tier 1 cities like
Delhi, Gurgaon, Mumbai, Pune, Bangalore,
Hyderabad, etc. are the hub for office
establishment and faced a huge decline in the
demand for office space during Q2 2020. But
somehow, things are getting back to pre
covid levels. In Pune, the office space
absorption was one million sq. ft. during the
first half of 2020 and within the next four
months i.e. during July to October, Pune

crossed another one million sq. ft. office
space. “Most sectors continue to expand
their footprint in the city owing to the diverse
and quality talent base, large world-class
campuses offering competitive rents and the
city’s vibrant and cosmopolitan lifestyle. Due
to these factors, Pune remains a favourite
among occupiers, developers and investors,”
said Sanjay Bajaj, Managing Director - Pune,
JLL. During these 10 months i.e. January to
October, total office absorption stood at 2
million sq. ft. It is estimated that the new
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supply of office space completion will be
around 7 million sq. ft. by the end of 2021.
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NAREDCO extends their stamp duty waiver scheme for two more months
As we know that real estate segment
was facing huge losses and demand was
fallen by a huge percentage. To counter
this situation, in August, Maharashtra
Government decided to reduce the
stamp duty charges on property
registration. Before August, Stamp duty
charges were 5% but it was reduced to
2%. Then, in September, NAREDCO,
which is an association for real estate
developers in Maharashtra decided to bear
the stamp duty charges and offered

registration of property at zero charges till
October. Now, they have decided to further
extend this scheme till December 31st, so that

demand in real estate can bounce back. “The
zero stamp duty intervention by the state
government has ensured a quick inventory
turnover and the trend will continue in the
long-run. The next fiscal will see more
liquidity with the foreign investors coming
in,” said, Rajan Bandelkar, vice chairman,
NAREDCO-Maharashtra. Due to zero stamp
duty scheme, demand rose by 300 percent
during the months from August to September
due to which, NAREDCO has decided to
further extend this scheme.

Prestige Group to invest ₹2000 crore for their upcoming residential projects
A Bengaluru based real estate developer
“Prestige Group” has announced that it will
invest ₹2000 crore in the
upcoming housing projects. As
the demand for residential
segment is coming close to pre
covid levels, the company has
planned to invest this amount on
housing projects in Goa,
Hyderabad and Bengaluru. The
amount will be invested in
different proportions and 3,400 housing units
will be developed within next three to four

years. "We have launched four new housing
projects in the last few months. We are

projects. We have already sold 50% in
Hyderabad," said, Prestige Group Chairman
Irfan Razack. Their one of the biggest
project is coming in Hyderabad, which
will be spread across 8 acres of land,
comprising of 906 units and ₹825 crore
will be invested for this. Despite covid
pandemic, the company manages to
make a profit of ₹1,916 crore during Q3
2020 as compared to ₹1,962 crore during
Q3 2019.

getting very good traction in all these four

Should individual houses install green energy or it is only meant for big commercial projects
Solar panels are used to convert heat into
electricity. It attracts heat from the sun,
which contains photons and converts it into
the form of electricity. As global warming is a
big concern, the use of solar panels is in the
trend for the last decade. Coal generated
electricity or fossil-fuel generated electricity
is harmful to the environment as well as
expensive when compared to solar panels.
Installation of solar panels requires a huge

investment but that is just a one-time
investment. Earlier, people used to consider
that solar panels are only made for
commercial plants or huge buildings but
thanks to the technology, now we can even
install these panels on our home rooftop.
Installing such devices would save a huge
electricity bill for an individual. To promote
the installation of solar panels, the Indian
Government is also providing a subsidiary of

30%

to

the

interested

households.

Max Estate to invest ₹400 crores in a commercial project in Noida
Max
Square,
a
commercial project in
Noida with a land area of
7 lakh sq. ft. will be
developed by Max
Estates. The company
will invest an estimate of
₹400 crore in this
project. The project
mainly consists of office
space and a minor portion belongs to the

retail
section.
New York
Life
Insurance
Company
has
partnered
with
the
Max Group
to provide financial assistance for the project.
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"It has been designed in line with our
differentiated philosophy of WorkWell which
enables higher productivity, a vibrant
workplace community combined with
wellness and recreation measures,” said,
Sahil Vachani, MD and CEO, Max Ventures
and Industries. Funding of ₹400 crore has
been divided as ₹225 crore from debt funding
and the remaining ₹175 crore will be equity
infusion.
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M3M and 3 others bid to acquire a commercial project of Dignity Buildcon
Dignity Buildcon, a bankrupt real estate firm,
which has three commercial towers in
Gurgaon that are up for sales. Four major real
estate developer has submitted their bidding
to acquire these commercial towers.
Companies which are competing in the race
are M3M Group, Salarpuria Sattva, Safal
Group, and a businessman Madhav Dhir. The
commercial towers of Diginity Buildcon are
located at Golf Course Extension Road,
Gurgaon. Blackstone, Standard Chartered

and Alchemist, which are the existing lenders,
organized the bidding program. The highest
bidder for the project was M3M Group, which
offered ₹530 crore. Salarpuria Sattva and
Safal Group offered ₹417 crores and ₹487
crore respectively. And the businessman
Madhav Dhir has offered ₹491 crore for the
project. The winner of the bidding race will be
decided by the three current lenders and it
will not solely depend on the bidding amount,
company with good financial health,

fundamentals, history and experience will be
awarded as a winner.

SP Infra launches a new residential project in Vadodara
Shapoorji Pallonji Infrastructure Capital
Company Private Limited, a Mumbai based
real estate developer has launched a new
residential project in Vadodara. The project
has been named “Shree Siddheshwar Pacific”.
It is located at one of the prime locations in
Vadodara. The total development area of the
project will be around 1,67,753 sq. ft. There
will be 4 towers in total and each tower will
have seven upper floors along with a ground

floor. The residential building is located at a
serene location, which is away from hustle
and bustle of the city. Swimming Pool, Jogging
Track, Banquet Hall, Yoga/Aerobics Studio,
Gymnasium, Children Play Area, Indoor
Games will be among the basic amenities
which residents can enjoy at a nominal
maintenance fee. ATMs, banks, grocery
stores, pharmacies, and schools are well
located nearby to the project.

Tata Group to invest ₹5,000 crores to set up a manufacturing plant in Tamil Nadu
We have been hearing for too long that
Apple, a U.S based tech giant is setting up a
manufacturing plant in India. Tata Group is
investing ₹5,000 crores to set up a
manufacturing unit for Apple iPhone. TIDCO
(Tamil Nadu Industrial Development
Corporation) allotted ₹500 crores to set up a
manufacturing plant in Hosur at a commercial
complex. In the later stages, investment of
Tata Group may reach to ₹8,000 crores. Titan,
a component of Tata Group, will provide
technical insights regarding the production
facility. It is expected that, by October 2021,

the manufacturing
plant will have
18,000 employees
out of which 90%
will be women.
Foxconn, which is
already
assembling Phone
11 components on
contract bases in
Sriperumbudur, Tamil Nadu will face
competition from the Tata Group. Karnataka
and Tamil Nadu were bidding for this project

and in the end Tamil Nadu bagged the
project.

TDI Infratech to invest ₹100 crores in a commercial project in Mohali
A Delhi based real estate developer “TDI
Infratech Limited” will be investing ₹100
crores for a commercial project in Mohali.
The commercial project is named Park
Street and is located in sector 118, Mohali
and is spread across 1.38 acres of land.
The project is estimated to be
finished/completed by December 2022.
"In Mohali, TDI Infratech Limited has
delivered projects such as TDI Business
Centre, Connaught Plaza, TDI Connaught
Place, Taj Plaza, and Mohali 1. Where,
Garam Dharam owned by Bollywood
veteran Dharmender, Looks salon, Pyramid
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cafe and Beer cafe are some of the outlets
already operational in Tdi Smart city," said,
TDI Infratech. The location of the project is
among the best in the whole Mohali, which
is connected with a nearby airport,
highway and 10,000 nearby flats. It will
have six upper floors along with a
basement and unit sizes will vary from 327
sq. ft. to 3500 sq. ft. Basement and parking
space will have enough space to
accommodate 200 cars. The starting price
of the commercial units of this project will
be around ₹30 lakhs.
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Segment Story
Introduction to Steel Industry
India was the second-largest steel producer in
the world with manufacturing reaching 111.2
million tons (MT) during 2019. The rise in the
Indian steel sector has been compelled by the
internal availability of raw materials, like iron
ore and economical labour. Thus, the steel

sector has been a primary contributor to
India’s producing output. The steel industry in
India is existing with state-of-the-art steel
mills. It has always endeavoured for
continuous transformation of older plants
and up-gradation to advanced energy efficacy

levels. Steel manufacturing in India is
categorized into three majors - major
producers, main producers and secondary
producers.

At the rise of the 20th century, with the
emergence of economies driven by the
manufacture countries with sound steel
industries were benefited with a first-mover
advantage. India became freelance within the
middle of this century and looked to become
independent beneath its freshly adopted
model of an economic system. To attain this
goal, the first (raw materials), secondary
(manufacturing) and tertiary (services)
sectors had to be developed at the same
time. As a staple and intermediate product,
steel was the common link between all 3
sectors. aside from being a product of the
first sector, steel is perhaps the foremost
extensively used input in production. Because
of the high corrosion resistance, steel finds
wide usage these days, the steel industry

adds slightly over a pair of to the value of the
country. This proportion accounts for direct
contribution. The indirect contribution of
steel is way larger, attributable to the
dependence of alternative sectors. The
industry
employs
nearly
1,000,000
individuals directly and 2 million individuals
indirectly. The output result of steel on the
Indian economy is about one.4x with
Associate in Nursing employment number of
half-dozen.8x. As per the planet Steel
Association, globally, for every 2 jobs created
within the industry, thirteen additional jobs
are created across the availability chain. India
is presently the world’s second major
producer of crude steel, with 110.92 MT
made in 2018–19 (up from 103.13 MT in
2017–18). The country has strengthened its

domestic industry significantly over the last
decade. It became a posh industry handling
varied reactive/non-reactive components.
vast strength, low weight, sturdiness and
plasticity at a coffee value create steel the
foremost valuable staple of the producing
sector. Steel has contributed vastly towards
India’s economic process. this is often evident
from the similar growth patterns of India’s
value and production within the country, that
conjointly
highlights
the
economy’s
dependence on steel. The consumption of
finished steel, hiked from half-dozen.5 MT in
1968 to ninety-eight.71 MT in 2018, whereas
value (at constant worth, 2010) propagated
from USD zero.25 trillion in 1968 to USD a pair
of.7 trillion these days.

April, we faced a huge hit almost in every
sector. The Indian economy was shrinking as
nobody was allowed to go on work and
livelihood of daily wage earner was hit.
Exports and imports from the country were

also stopped which resulted in decline in the
net export of steel. But as the lockdown was
lifted

Production of Crude Steel in India
Crude steel is the first solid steel created from
liquid steel. If we talk about the largest
producer of crude steel in the world, China
tops the list. As the country was under
lockdown during the month of March and
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Segment Story
and restrictions were removed, things were
getting back to normal. During the month of
September 20200, India produced 8.5 million
tons of steel but this number is still lower
than the previous year’s figure. In September

2019, India produced 2.9% more steel than
this year’s figure. Although our export was
reaching back to pre covid levels. And we talk
about the impact of this on major steel
companies, in the initial stage, they were

struggling a lot as the labour went back to
their home due to the fear of the virus. But
slowly, major steel companies reported that
they have reached their pre covid levels..
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Per Capita Consumption of Steel in India
Per Capita consumption of steel means the quantity of steel being utilized by one single person. The highest per capita steel consumption is in
China which was around 590 kg in 2018-19. India lacks behind in per capita consumption because of the high costs involved, limited availability
of coking coal and low level of productivity. Below is the graph, we can see the per capita consumption of steel in India and a good thing is that
it is constantly rising. The CAGR for per capita steel consumption stands at 5.1%.
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Artefact Project Ltd.
Introduction
ARTEFACT PROJECTS LTD., inspired
by ‘Vishwakarma’, the Engineering
deity revered in India, undertook to
establish itself in the field of
consultancy for infrastructure and
specialized project services since late
go. With combination of technical
and
Project
Management
experience, we have been able to
bring projects from concepts and

designs stage to their successful
operations
successfully.
These
Projects reflect our commitment,
sincerity, dedication and sense of
purpose, apparent in all our ventures
that result in client satisfaction. The
company is providing project services
for Highways, Urban Infrastructure,
Airports, Mining Services & Railways.
ARTEFACT has Global presence and

reach of services. It has enviable
foreign affiliations. ARTEFACT is a
system driven company and had
been certified under by TUV
Germany. MORE THAN 300 Senior
TECHNICAL
EXPERTS
&
PROFESSIONALS form the BACKBONE
of our Organization. ARTEFACT
operates pan India to service its
esteemed clients.

COMPANY OVERVIEW









Incorporated in 1987. Forayed into Infrastructure Consultancy Services in 1998 as Engineers, Planners &
Project Management Consultants.
Provides entire bandwidth of services from Concept to Commissioning.
Service boutique of Engineering, Architecture & Project Management
Manned by multidisciplinary professionals and enviable talent pool.
Established client base with repeat business.
Public Limited Company, listed on BSE (Bombay Stock Exchange).
Enviable track record of
Highway Assignments completed

Collaborators And Associates
Artefact Projects has collaborated and formed long term joint ventures with globally renowned Consulting Engineers,
Architects and Planners. This alliance make it possible for Artefact to serve its clients’ needs of special expertise and
international experience. The alliances supplement specific and specialized expertise for projects as well as enhance
Bidding value due to their fast track record. Artefact’s commitment to deliver quality service has resulted in
continuous availability of specialist global expertise and resources for client, as well as gives an opportunity to Artefact
to absorb latest technology.
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Project Experience
Artefact Projects has provided consultancy services for prestigious Domestic projects in sectors of Highways / Roads,
Airports, Townships, Urban Development.
The Artefact has completed more than 33 Major Highway Projects and No. 22 of
Urban Design and Airports Development assignments in infrastructure sectors. Projects illustrated in each sector
profile the technical capability and Experience of Artefact.
Artefact has vast successful experience, exposure and proven capability in Privatization Projects taken up on BOT /
Annuity basis, especially in the Highways sector.

Highways
Highlights – for Highways, Artefact has provided services for
Detailed Design & DPR – of more than 754 Kms of Highways & Roads.
Design & Construction Supervision Services for more then – 3816 Kms of Roads; and
Supervision of O&M Contracts for more – 398 Kms of National Highways.

Urban Infrastructure and Townships
Our dedicated efforts, and ability to gauge the client’s needs has helped us convert the Town Planning ideas into
realities. Some of our prized contributions are:
Artefact has successfully participated in Global Design and Planning with its international consortium / JV Members –
M/s Atkins Plc., U.K., M/s Zaidun-Leeng Sdn.
Bhd., Malaysia, and APUDG Sdn. Bhd., Malaysia.
Due to their world class Designs, Planning and Architecture inputs, Artefact has been able to provide Urban Planning
solutions and have also won Global Bids and Competitions.
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Social Contributions
Artefact’s social contribution through its Professional Skills
• Mavnugam Rehabilitation Project:
Artefact undertook the designing, architectural planning, structural engineering and complete project management
services on No Profit No Loss basis of 150 housing units, school, health center, Panchayat office, water-storage
reservoir, power-supply distribution centre and other allied physical infrastructure of earthquake-affected Mavnugam
village in the State of Gujarat, under the Earthquake Rehabilitation Program, on a land area admeasuring 70418 square
metres. The village was formally handed over for habitation on November 26th, 2002, providing shelter and succour
to a 1000 homeless people.
• Religious Trust Projects:
Artefact Projects collaborated with a large Public Charitable Trust and with other government organizations in the
Planning, Architecture Design and Project Management of their development and Social projects including shopping
centres, housing complex, community halls, educational institutions, sports complex, bus depots, Crematoriums,
Markets, Hospitals and Public Libraries.

Clients
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Airport Authority of India (AAI)
National Highways Authority of India (NHAI)
Ministry of Statistics and Programme Implementation (Infrastructure & Project Monitoring
Division), Govt. of India
Municipal Corporation of Greater Mumbai / Brihanmumbai Mahanagar Palike (MCGM)
Capital Area Development Authority (CADA), Chattisgarh
Mumbai Metropolitan Road Development Corporation (MMRDA)
Madhya Pradesh Road Development Corporation (MPRDC)
Nagpur Municipal Corporation (NMC)
Public Works Department, Chhattisgarh (PWD-CG)
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Introduction
RTA an architectural and design consultancy firm was established in 2002 by Architect
Rahul Tyagi. Based out of Delhi NCR, the firm specialises in architecture, interiors and
project management consultancy.
RTA has since its inception provided services to various prestigious Government, public
and private sector organisations ranging from mega residential to institutional projects
Pan-India.
RTA with its highly motivated and technically qualified team has successfully delivered approximately 5000+
apartments covering more than 5 million sq fts of built up space.

Vision
To be viewed as a respected architectural firm, providing high quality design and services
to our clients with honesty and integrity.

Architecture
Interior Designer

Project Management
Product Design

Mission
It’s our mission at RT & Associates Pvt. Ltd. to provide client focused services through our responsible
practice of Architecture. Our tradition of dedication, professionalism and outstanding customer services are
a testament to that mission as we strive each day for excellence in bringing our valued clients’ ideas to life.
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Our Team
Chairman
Jagnandan Tyagi, B.E, PGDPM, PGDCM
A postgraduate in construction management. More than 35 years of experience in Large scale construction
Projects.

Managing Director
Rahul Tyagi
B.Arch, M. Des, MCA
A post graduate in design from IIT Delhi and Graduate in Architecture from MSU Baroda. Visiting faculty to
School of Planning, Delhi. Delivered lectures in CPWD training institutes. Head of design, presentations and
client briefing. A qualified green building evaluator and trainer.

Few Prestigious Clients
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Few ongoing projects
HIGH RISE BUILDINGS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

CGEWHO complex, G Noida.
Langar Building, Golden Temple
Prateek, Stylome
Paramount’s, Floraville Paramount’s, Golforeste AFNHB, Dehradoon Paramount’s Symphony
Royal Towers, Sec 61, Noida
Royal SAS, Greater Noida
ESIC Hospital Housing, Jaipur
BSNL Corporate Complex, Delhi Land Craft’s Golf Link, NH 24
CIPL’s River Heights, NH 58
Ashiana’s “Palm Court”, NH 58
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RTA Projects
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Introduction
Singal Associates (SA) is a Delhi based Landscape Architecture firm
established in 1990 by an internationally experienced Landscape
Architect, Krishan C. Singal. Armed with significant experience in open
space designing, we provide planning and design services through all
phases of landscape design. We practice landscape architecture with an
emphasis on combining creative design solutions with sound horticultural and environmental considerations. We
apply our landscape knowledge to all of our projects, whether they are in urban, rural, exotic or native habitat.
The firm is embraced by a multi‐disciplinary team of landscape architects & architects which operate under the control
of a father‐son Landscape Architects team, viz. Krishan C. Singal and Chahit Singal who personally ensure maintenance
of high standard of design from the Functional and Aesthetic point of view. The services are rendered with the utmost
consideration for high quality, with respect for and enrichment of the environment, and to provide the client with cost
effective and innovative designs possible within his resources.
The Firm is fully equipped to handle jobs of various types and magnitude. Its activities cover Landscape Architectural
Projects of Airports, Commercial Complexes, Hospitals, Factories & Press Buildings, Institutional & Embassy Projects,
Residential Bungalows, Terrace Gardens, Farm Houses, Housing Complexes, Corporate Offices, Health Clubs, Hotels,
Holiday Resorts, Recreation Parks, Sports Complexes and Township Projects.

Selective Landscape Projects Undertaken by the Firm
Airports / Air Terminals
Commercial Complexes
Hospitals
Factories & Press Buildings
Institutional and Embassy Buildings
Residences, Farm Houses & Terrace Gardens
Housing Complexes & Townships
Hotels & Resorts
Recreation Parks & Sports Complexes
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Few Ongoing Residential Projects
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Coral Nimrana City Housing at Neemrana in 8.0 acres of land for M/s Coral Group, Jaipur designed by M/s
Shekhawat & Associates Architects Pvt. Ltd., Jaipur – ongoing project.
Aarcity Regency Park Housing at Hissar in 5.0 acres of land for M/s Aarcity Builders Pvt. Ltd. designed by M/s.
Hafeez Contractor, Mumbai – ongoing project.
Mahaluxmi Green Mansion Housing at Greater Noida West in 2.90 acres of land for M/s Mahaluxmi Buildtech
Pvt. Ltd. designed by M/s. Space Designers, Noida – ongoing project.

Sagar Paradise Housing at Gwalior in 2.30 acres of land for M/s Sagar Dwellings Pvt Ltd. designed by Architect
Praveen Jain, Gwalior– ongoing project.
Metrocity Housing at Lucknow in 5.0 acres of land for M/s Arif Industries Pvt. Ltd., Lucknow– ongoing project.
Amaatra Avaasa Housing at Yamuna Expressway in 5.03 acres of land designed by M/s Deepak Mehta &
Associates, New Delhi – ongoing project.
Tata Alipore Housing at Kolkata in 2.77 acres of land for M/s Tata Housing Development Co. Ltd designed by
M/s PLP Architecture Ltd., London – ongoing project.
Tata Adwita Housing at Kolkata in 25.0 acres of land for M/s Ujjwal Barter Private Limited, Kolkata designed
by M/s Kapadia Associates, Mumbai & M/s. Innate, Kolkata – ongoing project.
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Few Other Projects
•
•
•
•
•

Resort at Kasola, Bawal, Haryana (Area 17 acres).
Banquet facility at Ghaziabad, U.P (area 2 acres).
Regale Inn – Guest house at A2 Chittranjan Park, New Delhi.
Club 26 at E1 Sector‐26. Noida (U.P.)
Hotel Stadel at Salt Lake, Kolkata for Samcon Resort & Hotel (P) Ltd.

•
•

D.S. Motel with Banquet facilities in 2.0 acres of land at Nangli Poona, Delhi.
Chakra View Revolving Restaurant at Khajuri in 3 acres of land for DRS Group.

•

Tata’s Sports Complex and Housing at Jamshedpur designed by M/S Arvind Gupta Associates, New Delhi. Cost
of Project ‐ Rs. 1 crore (approx.)
All India Lawn Tennis Association, New Delhi with Architects Bose Brothers, New Delhi (Competition).
Landscape proposal for India Gate Area Conceptual Stage) in association with CRAPHTS, New Delhi.
Beautification of Ajmeri Gate, MCD Park at Delhi.

•
•
•
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Introduction
Established in 2001, DesignICON as a professionally managed
company offering comprehensive design consultancy services for
Planning, Architecture and Interior Design. Our rich and varied
experience allows us to handle different types of projects - from large Infrastructure like Airports, Heliports,
Townships, Hospitals, Embassies, Mass Housings, Shopping malls with Multiplexes, IT/Office Buildings,
cowering spaces and Interior Design for Residence, Workplace, Retail and Hospitality. We operate from our
office in Gurgaon, Haryana. However, we provide our services all over India.

designICON

Services

Architecture
Interior Design
Design Built
Pre lease fit out assistance
PMC
Estimation Tendering
MEP
Data Networking
Fire detection & Fire fighting
Audio Video (AV)
Automation

Types of projects

: Architecture & Interior Design

Magnitude

: Completed almost 2 million sq.ft.

USP

:

Project specific dedicated team
Space & cost optimization
Quick turnaround time
Designbuilt solutions.
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Few Completed Projects
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Awards & Recognition
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Mission & Vision
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Ethos & Values
To us in our environs, the narrative is home-grown work that acknowledges our heartland roots. It imbues a certain
hard-working ethos, sturdy quality and familiarity. The stories our buildings tell are friendly, straightforward
narratives. They try not to be too obscure or theoretical. They are as real as the people who reside there. They are
meaningful, but more importantly they connect to their communities and context.

Services Offered

Interior
Architecture
Urban Design
Project Mgt
Green Buildings
Structural Engineering
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Glimpse of Few Projects
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Introduction
Grotech was established in 1991 with a small setup with vision to give a
new dimension to Indian Landscape Industry. In 1991 Indian Landscape
Industry was only confined to residences of Big Industrial houses, few
farmhouses and star hotels. Landscaping was synonymous to luxury. It
was not identified as a commodity of Environmental need or to develop a
general ambience of living environment.
Slowly it started growing after Real estate boom. Simultaneously, Dot
Com revolution also gave a big exposure towards overseas awareness/
global impact to Indian Landscape Industry. The Biggest challenge to our
Industry was the need to get composed as an Organized Sector and now with international exposure it is getting
organised. Right from beginning Grotech tried to work as an organized team in Indian Landscape Industry with
professional approach and to follow standard practices equivalent to International Standards.
Objectives & Vision
 Environmental development for a better greenery, beautiful ambiance and nature friendly surroundings.
 Awareness has to be developed among the society to love nature and importance of greenery in their
lifestyle.
 Balancing the environment with upcoming industrial growth to make India pollution free.
 To increase involvement of more green area in real estate ventures to overcome concrete jungle.
 Raising standards of quality for landscape project using best material with innovative ideas.
 Use of State of Art mechanical resources to deliver the task well within set time frame.
 Customer satisfaction - we define customer satisfaction as:
 Before start of work we call it “Customer expectation”.
 At the time of execution, we call it “Customer comfort”.
 At the time of completion, we call it “Customer satisfaction”.
 After completion we call it “Customer relations”.
 Transparency, honesty and integrity are most important objectives behind any project we undertake.
Services Offered
Grotech is the only Landscape Company to provide all the services under one roof from design to development to
maintenance of the same.
Services offered includes:
1. Hardscape
2. Softscape
3. Water Feature
4. Irrigation
5. Landscape lighting
6. Vertical Walls
7. Landscape Maintenance
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Few Prestigious Awards
 GMR - Indira Gandhi International Airport, Delhi
 Jaiprakash Associates Limited, Greater Noida
 India Exposition Mart Limited (IEML), Greater Noida
 Reliance (ADA)
 Radission Hotel, Greater Noida City Park
 Eldeco Infrastructure & Properties Pvt. Ltd.
 DLF-Mall of India, Noida
 Adobe Systems India Pvt. Ltd. Noida
 Jubiliant Life Sciences, Noida
 Garden of Five Senses (DTTDC), New Delhi
 Delhi Haat Pitampura (DTTDC), New Delhi
Few Prestigious Projects
 GTB Memorial (DTTDC), New Delhi
 American Express Ltd. Gurgaon
 Continental Construction Pushpanjali, New Delhi







HMEL (HPCL Mittal Energy Limited), Bhatinda
Khalsa Heritage Complex, Anandpur Sahib
Elante Mall, Chandigarh
SMC, Chennai
Titan, Coimbatore
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A+E – SNAPSHOT
Established in the Year 1991.
Offices in Delhi NCR and Dubai to cater to projects
across regions and pick up best practices.
Executed Projects portfolio in excess of 125 Nos.
Firm consists of professionals and technical heads
Comprehensive Architectural, Interiors, allied
Engineering & Project Management Services.
Industry Verticals served
 Manufacturing
 Education




Healthcare
Institutional & Housing

BEST - SNAPSHOT
Established in the Year 2010.
Offices in Dubai & Delhi to cater to projects across
Globe and pick up best practices.
Executed Projects portfolio in excess of 45 Nos.
Firm consists of professionals and technical heads
Comprehensive Architectural, Interiors, Project
Management, allied Engineering Services.

ALOK SAXENA (Promoter: A+E & BEST)
• B. Arch (Hons.) from Indian Institute of Technology, Kharagpur
• Over 25 years of rich experience in the fields of
Architecture & Interior Design, Project Management
& Management in Middle East and India.

RAM KRISHNA GUPTA (Promoter: BEST & A+E)
• M. Tech (Structures) from I.I.T (Kanpur). B,Tech I.I.T
(Kharagpur)
• Over 25 years of rich experience in the fields of
structural design, planning & Construction
management of Projects in Middle East and India.

SANJAY BHATTACHARYA
• Ph.D. in Management from Indian Institute of Technology, Delhi
• M. Tech in Construction Management from Indian Institute of
Technology, Delhi
• B. Arch from Indian Institute of Technology, Kharagpur
• Over 21 years of rich experience in the fields of
Architecture & Interior Design, Contract
Management, Project Management &
Construction Management in India.
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Client

Project

Scope

Central
Agricultural
University

Proposed college of fisheries,
lembucherra –Tripura

Facility Programming, Site Planning,
Development of Master Plan,
Architectural Design, Structural Design,
Electrical & Public Health Systems
Design, Development of Bill of
Quantities

Central
Agricultural
University

Proposed college of agricultural
engineering & post-harvest
technology at Sikkim. (central
agricultural university)

Associated with M/s Spacescapes for
Facility Programming,
Site Planning,
Development of Master Plan,
Architectural Design, Structural Design,
Electrical & Public Health Systems
Design, Development of Bill of
Quantities

Vivek Niketan Trust

expansion Vivek Niketan
(Vedantic school) Garhi –
Harsarup - Haryana

Architectural & Allied Engineering,
Architectural Design, Structural Design,
Electrical & Public Health Systems
Design, Development of Bill of
Quantities

NAFED

Proposed Krishi Vikas kendra
ujwa- Delhi

Facility Programming, Site Planning,
Development of Master Plan,
Architectural Design, Structural Design,
Electrical & Public Health Systems
Design, Development of Bill of
Quantities

Why Choose A+E
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

SYNERGY in our Vision.
Single POINT of responsibility.
Our PERSONALIZED INVOLVEMENT in the project.
Clear UNDERSTANDING OF THE DESIGN Principle, Concept & Vision.
Our Ongoing RESEARCH into the innovative Energy
Application of ENERGY CONSCIOUS Architecture.
Our EXPOSURE and acquaintance of the subject.
Our SPECIALIZATION in Industrial Architecture
Our OBEJECTIVES are Clients Goal & Aspirations
Our COMMITMENT.
We Commit, Evaluate, Innovate, Create, Optimize & Deliver
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Project Name
Builder Name
Type of Project
Year of Completion
Estd Cost
Area
City

Yotta Infra
Hiranandani Group
Data Centre
2027
6000
20
Noida

Project Name
Builder Name
Type of Project
Year of Completion
Estd. Cost
Area
City

Varmora Group
Manufacturing Plant
2021
300
8.6
Morbi

Project Name
Builder Name
Type of Project
Year of Completion
Estd Cost
Area

Runwal Avenue
Runwal Group
Residential
2023
1.3

City

Mumbai

Project Name

Birla Navya

Builder Name

Birla Group

Type of Project

Residential

Year of Completion

2024

Estd Cost

-

Area

47

City

Gurgaon

Project Name
Builder Name

BK Birla

Type of Project
Year of Completion

Residential
2024

Estd. Cost
Area
City

Project Name
Builder Name
Type of Project
Year of Completion
Estd Cost
Area
City
Project Name
Builder Name
Type of Project
Year of Completion
Estd. Cost
Area
City

Chintels Group
Chintels Serenity
Residential
2023
195
18.3
Gurgaon

Indospace
Logistics
280
135
Gurgaon

Project Name
Builder Name
Type of Project
Year of Completion
Estd Cost
Area
City

Unimont Imperia
Unimont Group
Residential
2026
3.3
Mumbai

Project Name
Builder Name
Type of Project
Year of Completion
Estd Cost
Area
City

Signature Global
Signature Group
Residential
2023
Gurgaon

Project Name
Builder Name
Type of Project

Hiranandani
Logistics

500
-

Year of Completion
Estd. Cost
Area

750
65

Gurgaon

City

Chennai
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Project Name
Builder Name

SNN Builders

Type of Project

Residential

Year of Completion

Project Name
Builder Name

Aparna Construction

-

Type of Project
Year of Completion

Residential
-

Estd Cost

-

Estd Cost

-

Area
City

1.6
Bangalore

Area
City

10.5
Hyderabad

Project Name
Builder Name

Sunteck Realty

Type of Project

Residential

Year of Completion

-

Estd. Cost

-

Area

50

City

Mumbai

Project Name
Builder Name
Type of Project
Year of Completion
Estd Cost
Area
City

Tabzan Z Estate
Residential
2.1
Ahmedabad

Project Name

Lthium 73

Project Name

Builder Name

SBTL Grouop

Builder Name

Hiranandani

Type of Project

Commercial

Type of Project

Logistics

Year of Completion
Estd Cost
Area
City

5.4
Noida

Year of Completion

-

Estd. Cost

600

Area
City

20
Noida

Project Name

Pacific Amara

Sterling Builders

Builder Name

Amara Group

Type of Project

Residential

Type of Project

Residential

Year of Completion

2022

Year of Completion

-

Estd. Cost

-

Estd Cost

-

Area

2

City

Hyderabad

Area
City

2.5
Ahmedabad

Project Name

UPYEA

Builder Name

YEIDA

Type of Project

Furniture Park

Year of Completion
Estd Cost

2023
-

Area

300

City

Gurgaon

Project Name

Sterling Orchid

Builder Name
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Prestige Ocean Crest'

Builder Name
Type of Project
Year of Completion
Estd. Cost
Area

Prestige Group
Residential
90
2

City

Goa
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Special Coverage
Architectural Styles Across the World
Ever checked out a building and questioned if it’s a type of architecture or Modernist style? style of architecture or Neo-Classical? There are
several fields of study clues to think about, particularly once a building has lived through many periods, gathering traits because it ages. We’ve
hand-picked ten key designs and their characteristics to assist slim the enjoying field once out sightseeing.

1) Victorian Architecture
The Victorian Era (mid to late nineteenth Century) saw a comeback of the many fields of study designs as well as Gothic Revival, Tudor and style
of architecture yet as influences from Asia and also the Near East. throughout the commercial revolution, several homes were in-built the
Victorian vogue as a part of the housing boom

Key features: Elaborate trim, sash windows, bay windows, imposing 2-3 stories, asymmetrical form, a steep curb roof, wrap-around porches,
bright colours are some key features of Victorian Architecture
Where to see it: We can see it most often in houses situated in countries like UK, USA and Australia.
What to say: It must be a rough effort to clean all those boards on those Sash Windows.

2) Islamic Architecture
Started in the Middle East in the 7th century, Islamic architecture differs greatly be contingent on the region such as Persia North Africa and
Spain. A Mosque is the finest illustration of Islamic styles including the pointed arches, domes and courtyards. Beautification on flat surfaces
take significance as the Koran forbids three-dimensional representations.
Key features: The mascot arch, geometric designs, more focus on the surrounded spaces and interior rather than exterior, pricked screens.
Where to see: Hui Mosque, China.
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3) Romanesque Architecture
Also recognized as Norman Architecture as it occurred across Europe in the late 10th Century. The well-known feature is the curved arch, typically
found in the Roman-style churches, which are the core survivors of the era.
Key features: Smooth-edged architecture, replication of rows of round-headed arches, stylized flowers and foliage stone decorations and hawser
mouldings around doors in the style of warped rope.
Where to see it: Porto Cathedral, Portugal
What to say: Must visit as it is one of the unique architect!

4) Baroque Architecture
Beginning in the late 16th century in Italy, Baroque was a withdrawal from
the more formal Romanesque style in that it was more sensitive, ‘showy’
and aimed to plea to the senses. As part of the Counter-Reformation the
construction was an attempt to rejoice the Catholic state.
Key features: Broken slopes, ‘broken’ at the apex with a cresting ornament
placed in middle, elaborated ornamentation, paired columns, convex and
concave style of walls.
Where to see it: The Palace of Versailles
What to say: Giant Keystones above windows are a treat to watch.

5) Tudor Architecture
Tudor architecture is the concluding style from the medieval
period in England amid the 1400s-1600s. Tudor Arch or the FourCentred Arch is a unique architecture style, most of the people
would recognize the timber-framed houses of the Tudor era.
Key features: Casement windows (diamond-shaped glass panels
with lead castings), Thatched roof, masonry chimneys at roof top,
and elaborated doorways.
Where to see it: Anne Hathaway’s cottage, England.
What to say: That’s a substantial ‘overhang’ on that their Tudor
house.
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6) Bauhaus Architecture
Initially, an art school in Germany in the early 1900s the Bauhaus drive held the impression that all art and technology would be amalgamated
under the idea of simplistic scheme and mass-production. Refusing enhancing details, the designs favoured function. Flat roofs and cubic shapes
were the keys. The Bauhaus principles of cubic figures and viewpoints can be seen in the modernist designs.
Key feature: Cubic figures, major colours of yellow, red and blue, Spacious floor plans, flat roofs, steel frames and glass curtain walls.
Where to see it: Dessau, Germany
What to say: Form follows function.

7) Neo-classical Architecture
Measured response to Baroque and Rococo, Neo-classicism arose in the mid-18th Century and intended to bring back dignity and magnificence
to architecture. Encouragement was taken from the classic styles of Ancient Greek and Roman structures and design. Effortlessness and
symmetry were the core values.
Key features: Opulence of scale, blank walls, extreme use of columns, free-standing columns, large buildings, clean lines.
Where to see it: Casino Marino, Malahide.
What to say: The more columns the better!
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8) Renaissance Architecture
Inspired by classical styles, the Renaissance style originated in Italy
during the 15th Century and was characterized by concord, lucidity
and strength. The designs were planned to reflect the sophistication
and ideals of domestic life and clues were taken from the Roman ruins.
Key features: Square buildings, flat ceilings, conventional motifs,
rounded arches and domes, Roman-type columns, encircled
courtyards, arcades of vaulted bays.
Where to see it: St Peter’s Basilica Church, Rome

9) Modernist Architecture
Modernism is a comprehensive term specified to a movement at the
turn of the 20th Century and can contain styles such as Futurism, Postmodern and New Classical. Forms were envisioned to be free of
needless detail and focus on straightforwardness and there is an
honouring of the materials used rather than obscuring them.
Key features: Absence of the decorative, low buildings, use of
contemporary materials, collaboration with interior and exterior
spaces, use of sun and shading for human ease, use of glass and
natural light.
Where to see it: Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum, New York.

10) Gothic Architecture
Originated in the mid-12th Century, Gothic architecture hired accompaniments and features from previous styles and used them all together.
More attractive than classical styles, walls were thinner,
columns slenderer, windows decorated with stained glass and considered so to draw the eye upwards.
Key features: Height and opulence, sharp arches, Vaulted ceilings, light and airy buildings.
Where to see it: Cathédrale Notre-Dame de Paris.
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In India, there is a hanging
pillars temple. A tonnes of
weight pillar is hanging above
the surface in Lepakshi
Temple.

The base of the Great Pyramid in Egypt
is large enough to cover ten football
fields. According to the Greek historian
Herodotus, it took 400,000 men
twenty years to construct this great
monument.
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The idea of building, unified wall to protect China from invaders
began when Qin Shi Huang, the first Emperor of China (221–206
BC) connected various fortifications built between the 8th and 3rd
centuries. Construction continued through 1878, meaning that,
including the original fortifications, the wall was under construction
for over 2,600 years.

The Escorial, the famous palace located outside Madrid,
was built in the shape of a gridiron because Saint
Lawrence, to whom the palace was dedicated, was
roasted on one.
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Dolosse are concrete structures that reside in select beaches
and are known for their peculiar shape and utility.
Reminiscent of “jacks”, these structures are used to protect
harbors from massive waves, as well as for erosion control
The Empire State Building
Generates More Revenue from
its Observation Decks than from
its 85 Floors of Office Space

At Rameshwaram Temple, 1212
pillars meet at one point. It was
built1740 years ago by legendary
architects

The Villagio Mall has river in the middle of it and
the ceiling is painted like the sky
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A bridge built in Lima, Peru
around 1610 was made of mortar
that was mixed not with water
but with the whites of 10,000
eggs. The bridge, appropriately
called the Bridge of Eggs, is still
standing today.

Ferdinand Cheval was a French postman who spent
thirty-three years of his life building Le Palais idéal
(the "Ideal Palace") in Hauterives. The Palace is
regarded as an extraordinary example of naïve art
architecture.
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The seven wonders of Ancient
world, all existed at the same
time for the period of only 60
years

Medieval architects built staircases to wrap
around in a clockwise direction in order to
disadvantage any enemies who might climb them.
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Tech & Innovation
Technology Transforming the Architectural Design
The technological shift is changing both the process and the result of new prospects of innovative architecture that is drastically altering the
industry and moving towards an unpredicted and exciting direction. The Use of technology in architecture starting from computational design
to apps has helped architects doing
more than designing and supervising
the construction of buildings. They are
now moving after new horizons in
design, algorithms, experimenting
with adaptability, robotics, 3D printing
and reality. Modern architects have
access to data and analytics that helps
them to focus more on innovation
versus production while enhancing
their performance. We can also say –
the architecture profession also
includes evolution and innovation.
However, many architects are still
attached to the traditional form and are not very adaptable to the latest technological innovations, but technology will not be ignored.
Following are some of the fascinating technologies that are transforming the modern-day architecture:

Generative Design
The generative design imitates nature’s evolutionary approach to
design. It uses the power of computation to discover thousands of
design alternatives; there is no single solution. The methodology
introduces ways to think, make, and design architecture, streamlining
collaboration efforts between designers and clients while unlocking the
creative power of artificial intelligence for designers and engineers.
Design goals and specifications, such as materials, manufacturing
methods and budget are set by the designers into the generative design
software. The software then using cloud computing explores the
potential solutions and initiates numerous design alternatives. From
each repetition, it tests and learns what is working and what is not
working.

Additive Design, 3d Printing and Robotics
Some firms in China and the UAE are already exhibiting the potential
architectural applications of robotics, assisted robotics (in which
Robots and Humans work together in the process of construction)
and additive design (In a 3D printed structure, all common
architectural motifs and building components must be re-thought to
fit the logic of layered construction). For example, Software company
Autodesk, is working on software that enables complex structures to
be made with a fraction of the incorporated energy of conventional
systems and software that brings design-to-fabrication into the
mainstream.
Smart Buildings feature an astounding capacity to integrate people
with technology. Smart Building technology not only assist in facility
management efforts, but also provide valuable insights to the use
and take pleasure of the building spaces.
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Architectural Apps and Cloud Services
There are different forms in which technology is involved in architecture. One of the forms is the smartphone—forever getting smarter and more
essential. As architecture software developers make use of apps during every project stage—from the initial stage to completion—architects are
more comfortable to depend on the software to give better services to their clients.
For sketching directly into software that can be translated into 3D modelling apps architects make use of touchscreen technology. Building
information modelling (BIM)enhances details, saves time, increases transparent details, records all the changes made and encourages
collaboration. Using visual scripting tools like Grasshopper and Revit, architects can well organize the processes, quickly iterate, explore and
deliver quick solutions. A server named NVIDIA Iray allows the architect to create better quality renderings. The increased use of BIM
technology is increasing the need for cloud-based design products and services that make it possible for everyone working on a project to
access project information at any time.

Virtual, Augmented and Mixed
Realities
For Architects, virtual reality presents an exciting
and dynamic way to collaborate and present ideas to
clients. The use of virtual reality technology in
architecture is expected to grow as firms, virtual
reality companies and BIM software developers
collaborate to create more seamless virtual reality
workflows. Some firms are using virtual reality to
allow clients to experience the actual projects before
they are built, by engaging them in the design
process.
Thanks to advancements in products that facilitate a
greater connection between the physical and digital
realms of architectural design, resulting in thriving of
Augmented reality. Overlay building plans,
marketing materials and other 2D collateral on a 3D
BIM model, is possible through Augmented reality
applications.
Another concept of mixed reality, also known as hybrid reality, has different opportunities. Mixed reality integrates virtual, digital environments
and real, physical environments to bring about
different new environments and visualizations
where digital and physical objects exist together and
interact in real-time. Using mixed reality, one can
see a physical location be transformed with virtual
architectural modifications and interact with the
virtual elements in the physical space where they
are.
Steady incorporation of these reality tools to
support ideas, information sharing, building
management and client engagement can be
expected to happen in the near future.
Cutting edge, science fiction-like, the latest
technology is here, and its impact on architectural
design and innovation is undebatable—and just
getting started.

“To Survive and Thrive in This Brave New Digital World, Architecture Firms Will Need to Harness Emerging Technologies and
Use Them to Their Advantage.” - Unknown
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Kalpataru to invest ₹350 crores for their housing project in Mumbai

Founded in 1962, “Kalpataru” a global player
in power transmission and infrastructure is

planning to invest ₹350 crores over the
next three years. The company has
planned to develop a premium category
housing project in Mumbai. The land area
dedicated to the project will be around 5
lakh sq. ft. "Kalpataru Vienta" in Kandivali
(East) is among the ongoing project of the
company, which will have around 200
apartments. “Customer confidence has
witnessed a strong turnaround on the back of
interest rate softening, schemes and strong

policy support for the homebuyer. With
average saving in the range of 8-10 percent
for the homebuyer, prices have hit a historic
low, making this is the best time to invest in
real estate,” said Parag Munot, MD, Kalpataru
Ltd. The starting estimated cost of the
upcoming project will be ₹1.7 crore for 2BHK
and ₹2.4 crore for 3BHK.

When should an average apartment/floor/flat go for renovation
Renovation of a house? When to do? Should
be done or not? These are some major
confusions and concerns which generally
consumers undergo. Some renovate their
house due to the excitement and some
undergo renovation due to society social
pressure or get influenced. But what should
be a perfect time after which someone should
renovate their house.? Generally, a very
common mistake people do while renovating
a house is they don’t hire a professional for

that and things don’t go according to their
plan. Renovating a house is not like grocery

shopping, it requires proper training, skills and
practice. The right time to renovate a house
depends on the maintenance, how somebody
is maintaining that house. If there are few kids
in the house, the renovation period will come
early and if there are only adults, the
renovation period may come little later. In a
nutshell, we can conclude that it depends on
various factors like money, time, technology,
preference etc. which further depends on
person to person.

Azlo Realty launched a new commercial project in Mumbai with 140 plus commercial spaces

Azlo Realty which is a construction company
based in Mumbai and also a subsidiary of
Raveshia Group has started a new project
"The Metropole". It will be a commercial

project that will be located in the
Ghatkopar West. It is spread across
0.41 acres and will be a 15 storey
complex. The project will have around
140 commercial spaces and three
dedicated floors for retail space. “The
Metropole, the most awaited
Commercial Real Estate opportunity for nextgen business is coming up in Ghatkopar. It is
thoughtfully designed to meet and upscale
business ambitions for the future. The prime

objective of Azlo Realty in building this
landmark is to provide a world-class
experience for our customers, through
elevated amenities, advanced engineering,
and an experience that matches international
standards,” said, Krish Raveshia, CEO, Azlo
Realty. Ghatkopar area is becoming a new
hub for business and this project will provide
a boost to the company as the demand is
increasing for commercial spaces.

Rising trend of studio apartment in India

Studio apartment is becoming a new trending
topic in developing countries. A country like
India, which has a huge young population,

studio apartment will gain a huge
demand in the real estate segment.
Studio apartment is a type of
accommodation which has a living-cum
bedroom, kitchen and a washroom. This
kind of apartment will be most suitable
for young professional and students
who want private accommodation
instead of PG. Online real estate brokers have
many listed studio apartments in tier 1 cities
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like Delhi, Gurgaon, Hyderabad, Pune,
Mumbai, Bangalore etc. ranging from fully
furnished to semi furnished. Trend of studio
apartment boosted in New York during the
month of March to September and rent rose
to more than 30%. This segment has a huge
potential in Indian real estate market and we
hope that it will also flourish and contribute
towards the sector growth.
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English Architecture Based Project ‘Grosvenor House’ Unveiled by Bennet & Bernard
Goa-based
real
estate
developers
Bennet
&
Bernard have launched a
one-of-its-kind
luxury
holiday
home
project
‘Grosvenor
House’
in
Assagao, Goa. With eight
luxury residences spread
over the area of 19,000 sq.ft., this RERA
certified project will have the finest English
themes with aristocratic style. An in house

butler, luxury cars,
curated exclusive
menus, chauffeurdriven,
discrete
house guards will
be a part of the
lifestyle
of
Grosvenor House.
These premium 3BHK premium apartments
are to be delivered by December 2022 and
priced at Rs. 2.4 crore onwards. The company

has many successful high-end projects in Goa
such as the Gables by the Bay or the Casa Del
Señor. Lindsay Bernard Rodrigues, co-founder
and Director, Bennet & Bernard Group, said:
“Living at Grosvenor House will provide
residents a rare opportunity to make an
exceptional style statement. We believe that
true luxury stems from exclusivity. Hence,
each home has its own story.”

Telangana Government sanctions 4600 crores for housing scheme
Telangana Government has sanctioned
₹600 crores for 2BHK housing scheme in
urban areas. In the latest sanctioned
amount, Greater Hyderabad is also
included for the housing development.
During the state budget 2020-21, the
government allocated ₹3,750 crores for
this housing scheme and before this
only ₹150 crores were released. Now
the total released funds have reached ₹750

crores and still ₹3,000 crores are left to be
released.
Telangana
State
Housing
Corporation Limited, which is the housing
department of the state has requested the
state government to release a Budget Release
Order (BRO) of ₹2,850. The announcement
came on the 5th of November, 2020 just
ahead of elections and maybe in the future
government will sanction more funds for the
housing scheme.

Mahindra Lifespace Developers Ltd to Launch 4 Housing Projects in Pune, Chennai, and Mumbai
Mumbai based real estate and infrastructure
development firm, Mahindra Lifespace
Developers Ltd is planning to launch four new
housing projects in Mumbai, Pune, and
Chennai which will be comprised of over 900
units. These projects will be launched by
March next year as part of their expansion
plan. Mahindra Lifespace MD and CEO Arvind
Subramanian stated "the company's sales
booking changed in the second quarter and
are likely to be effective on festive demand
during the October-December time." “The

demand for residential properties has
improved post lockdown, which was
imposed to curb the spread of COVID-19
pandemic, driven by the salaried class
who have a predictable income source,”
he also added. These two projects will
cover the mid-premium category 130
units in Mumbai, and the particular
project will cover affordable housing
units 430 and 345 units in Chennai and
Pune, each. These projects would increase in
return for the labour force and generating

more work opportunities as well as demand in
construction materials.

Spenta Corporation’s new affordable-category project in Mumbai: 'Countdown X'

Spenta Corporation, a Mumbai-based builder
firm has recently announced the launch of its

mid-segment affordable category project
in association with the Sabari Group of
Mumbai in Chembur. The project
‘Countdown X’ has been registered with
the Maharashtra RERA, and it will be a 26storey tower with 4 units on each floor
comprising a mix of 1BHK and 2BHK, with
a clear view of the Bandra-Worli Sea Link.
With all modern amenities like gym, pool,
meditation cabana, BBQ area and star gazing
podiums, these units will be offered fully
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furnished starting from Rs 80 lakh for 1BHK to
Rs 99 lakh for 2BHK. Its possession will be
given in December 2024. "During the
pandemic, people have realised the
importance of owning a home and it is an
opportune time for us to launch this project
Countdown X. The project is affordable and
comes with all amenities," said Farshid
Cooper,
Managing
Director,
Spenta
Corporation.
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Installing the Smart Appliances Saves Cost and Energy?

Global warming has been a major concern for
the world for the last few years and now

people are thinking apply energy and cost
saving appliances. If more and more
electricity is produced, it will increase the
heat as consumption will also increase. In
recent times, technology has shown as a
way to develop smarter infrastructure.
According to the few reports, applying
cost saving and energy saving appliances
at home helps to save more than 18%
energy consumption. No doubt, it involves

few complex things while installing and
understanding them but it is just a one-time
effort. Now a question may come to our mind,
do all smart devices helps to save energy? Not
all smart appliances help to save energy but
all basic appliances like light, fan, fridge, air
conditioner, etc. saves a lot of cost and
energy.

Installing air purifiers in a residential complex, its features and benefits
During September to February, air pollution in
India is always at its peak, especially in north
India. Air Quality Index is a measurement term
that is being used for measuring the quality of
air in the environment. AQI below 50
represents a good quality of air, while
anything above 300 is considered hazardous.
To maintain the air quality, people have
started using air purifiers for the last few
years. In Delhi, the government has also

installed huge air purifiers, which help to
maintain the quality of air for more than 2-7
km at where it is installed. Air purifiers can be
installed in rooms as well as buildings. Now a
day, air purifier plants/trees are also
introduced in the market, which is more
suitable for indoor. As global warming is a
major concern for today, we must take
measures to control the air quality and other
air related pollutions in the environment.

How to ensure dust-free construction while building?
Construction across the country helps to
create a huge employment opportunity for
the workers. But on the other hand, it also
creates a huge level of pollution, especially
around the area of construction. Few
developed countries have managed to reduce
this pollution or dust and somehow managed
to minimize its impact on the environment.
There are different ways of preventing dust
from spreading while the construction of a

building. In developed countries, architects
generally cover the entire building area from
plastic/silicon cloth. Through this technique,
builders can control the dust particles from
spreading in the environment. Few ways to
control dust are, isolating the workspace,
sealing the ducts, covering the floor and
entire property and also capturing the
airborne dust.

Different Types of Façade for Different Climates

The front facing of the building, which is
visible from outside is called a façade. Types

of facades may differ from region to
region, country to country and weather
to weather. A building constructed in a
city which witnesses huge rainfall will
have a unique façade because regular
water splashes on the front would
reduce the beauty of the façade and
paint used in the front of the building
may diminish over time. On the other
side, a building constructed in an area which
witnesses huge snowfall will have a façade
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which can prevent them from snow because
the cemented wall would create damp in the
walls. If we talk about types of facades, we
may see a huge list with many technical words
but what’s important is which façade is most
suitable and reliable for an individual. A
professional architect can always recommend
you regarding this and will guide you best
according to your preferences, budget and
suitability.
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Restoration – Preserving the History
Restoration is the process of returning a building to its former state by the act of renewal, revival, or reestablishment. Historic buildings are the
most common sites for restoration projects; accurately recreating its original form, features as it appeared at a particular time, while protecting
its heritage value. Decay or alterations made to the building can be overturned as part of the restoration process. Restoration projects typically
involve:
•
Substituting old fixtures with copies of the original
•
Fixing holes in walls
•
Removing old floorings
•
Refinishing wooden floors
The aim of restoration is to achieve a high level of originality,
replicating materials and techniques as closely as possible.
Wherever necessary, modern works, such as replacing old utilities,
or installing climate controls, alarm systems, etc., are undertaken in
a concealed manner where they will not compromise with the
historic characteristics of the building.
Over the years, in India, many renowned architects, driven by the
zeal to protect heritage but derelict structures, have taken up the
task to restore, renovate and repair the old public and heritage
buildings, eventually adding glory to them. Here, we have a few such
architectural gems and their stories of restoration.
1. Asiatic Society Library, Mumbai
Restoration by Abha Narain Lambah
A very well-known and iconic destination in Mumbai,
the Asiatic Society Library, established in 1804. The
restoration of the building was undertaken in 2009. The
renovation of all the spaces excluding the staircases
was completed in 2017, it included the refurbishment
of the library, which involved the restoration of the
Gothic-style furniture, strengthening of the structure,
the carvings and ornamental pillars of the library. The
Town Hall was renovated, where the original designs
were retained and materials like stones and paints
were chosen as close to the original. The vintage-style
cascading chandeliers, old-style fans, hand-carved
wooden bookcases and reading stands now embellish
the hall.
2. Haveli Dharampura, New Delhi
Restoration by Spaces Architects
Amidst the noisy lanes of Old Delhi’s famous market Chandni Chowk, lies
the Haveli Dharampura, which is Delhi’s first Asia Pacific UNESCO award
for Cultural and Heritage Restoration winning building. The 19th-century
‘haveli’ is an impressive mixture of Hindu, Mughal, and Victorian
architecture. In the blaring bazaar of Chandni Chowk, Haveli
Dharampura’s restoration turned it into a classy hotel. Intending to retain
and restore the former structure and characteristics of the Haveli, around
50-odd workmen worked 24*7 for almost 5 years to restore the Haveli and
convert it into a classic hotel. Apart from rebuilding the entire broken and
crumbled walls and roofs, the blocked windows, partition walls, Dholpur
stone pillars, old Sal wood joists and planks of the ceiling all were fixed
accordingly.
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3. Rajabai Clock Tower, Mumbai
Proposed by Anita Garware (Indian Heritage Society), Funded by Tata
Consultancy Services (TCS)
Restoration- Somaya & Kalappa Consultants
While wandering through the Fort area in Mumbai, you’ll come across Rajabai
Clock Tower – an iconic 280-foot structure located in the Mumbai University’s
campus, modelled after Big Ben in London. In 1995, Anita Garware, chairperson
of the Indian Heritage Society, came with the proposal for its restoration. The
restoration project was then given to Somaya and Kalappa where the firm
worked on restoring the weather-beaten areas of the tower in 2012. The
architectural firm looked after the structural changes; Tata Consultancy Services
of India raised the funds for the entire project. It was finally completed in 2015.
Minute customisation and attention to detail have been the hallmark of this
project – such as reattaching identical Minton tiles to the parquet surfaces and
working inside an elaborate scaffolding structure.
With the Clock Tower, the adjacent library also underwent renovation – the
library was turned into a digital-led, technology-enabled learning centre.

4. Taj Falaknuma, Hyderabad
Restoration by Rahul Mehrotra of RMA Architects and the Taj Group
The heritage property with the amazing interiors, very few are aware of its
restoration history. The initiative to restore the ancestral palace, to its former
glory was taken by Princess Esra Jah, the former wife of the eighth Nizam of
Hyderabad. In 2010, with the restoration overseen by Esra Jah and RMA
Architects, Taj Group who wanted to make this a heritage hotel took the
responsibility of its completion. Before the restoration work started,
renowned artisans, structural engineers and historians were called to study,
research and document the existing work on the property. The on-ground
work was on a very extensive level with decorative furniture, glass
chandeliers, carved balustrades, 10 varieties of leather, tapestries and
brocades and 32 varieties of Italian marble were specially imported from
different countries for the purpose of giving the its original character.

5. Neemrana Palace, Delhi – Jaipur Highway
Restoration by Aman Nath and Francis Wacziarg, founders of Neemrana Hotels
In 1977, while studying Rajasthani frescos, two research
partners Aman Nath and Francis Wacziarg, chanced upon a
ruinous fort on a hilltop, that was 100 km. from Delhi. They
bought the property in 1986, intending to restore this fort (builtin 1464 AD) and convert it into a hotel. This was the first hotel
under the Neemrana chain of hotels. During the renovation
process, the fort’s foundation, walls and ceiling were
strengthened to protect the structure from further
Deterioration. The basement was strengthened. To maintain
symmetry, the facade on the left side of the building was
replicated on the right too. All the broken arches, columns,
doors, windows and brackets were reproduced, with the help of
workers from Neemrana and masons from the neighbouring
villages. The restoration of the property was finally completed in 1991 and it was opened for guests, with just 15 rooms. Over the years the
property expanded and by 2008, it had 72 rooms, lush gardens and sprawling courtyards.
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